School Year: 2021-2022

ASL LEVELS
* ONE
* TWO
* THREE / FOUR HONORS

Instructor: Mrs. Warnock

Mrs. Warnock’s Schedule

Block 1: Dept Meetings
Block 2: ASL LEVEL 4H
Block 3: ASL LEVEL 2
Block 4: ASL LEVEL 1
Block 6: ASL LEVEL 1
Block 7: ASL LEVEL 2
Block 8: ASL LEVEL 3
OVER 176 COLLEGES ACCEPT ASL AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE
AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE

• Fills Is the foreign language requirement in the state of VA
• Levels 1, 2, 3, 4 Honors and 4Duel Enrollment with college credit.
• Analyze structure (and linguistics in upper levels)

OVER 176 COLLEGES ACCEPT ASL AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE
ASL Literally Comes in Handy….

AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE
JOB OPPORTUNITIES

• You can go into Audiology
• You can seek a job in becoming an ASL teacher, or an Interpreter.
• ASL is extremely helpful in the medical field
  • Speech Language Pathologist
CLICK for more info on ASL and my platforms

@WarnockASL

Briar Woods High School Webpage

ASL Warnock YouTube Channel

WarnockASL Facebook Link

WarnockASL Instagram

Twitter @LiSound28

https://linktr.ee/WarnockASL
Learning ASL is literally right at your fingertips!

Click on them to learn
Always know First, the ABCS
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ANY QUESTIONS?
Go into my Google Doc if you have any questions pertaining to ASL and Classes. I will try to answer them as best as I can.

My contact: Nicole.Warnock@lcps.org

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YudC2IU9P-f_oE3q-JeUX6c3q6OcssD0DQ9ch_4/edit?usp=sharing
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I look forward to meeting you in the future. Contact me for any questions.
Nicole.warnock@lcps.org
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Please be safe, stay healthy and start your journey into learning ASL today!
I will teach you the rest.